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Dr. Frances Diebold

The contributors to this issue are alllmni majors in
th fLeld of biology whose former professor, cmLn
sellor and friend, retired in JlInc as head of the
biolom; department of Kalamazoo Collcyc. These
arhcles were anwllCj several other::; written in honor
of Dr, Frances Diebold as size completed forty-four
years of special dedication to the College and its
students,
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OR several decades, Kalamazoo College has
been a leader in the sciences. Its record reveals
many honors, including -

The John R. Steelman report to the President,
Man-Power for Research, lists Kalamazoo College
as the fourth top-ranking institutition in the United
States in the production of successful science Ph.D.
candidates.

In the Carnegie study, Origins of American Sci
entists, 1952, Kalamazoo ranked first among all
colleges in the percentage of its chemistry majors
who took doctorates. In biology, it ranked fourth,
and in physics it ranked ninth. In this same study,
Kalamazoo ranked third (out of a sample of 237
universities and colleges) behind only Reed College
and California Institute of Technology in the pro
duction of Ph.D. candidates in the seven major
fields of science ... "The biology department in re
cent years has achieved a production of future
scientists approximately three and a half times
normal expectation for a liberal arts college. There
is clear evidence that the superior effectiveness of
this department in the training of modern biol
ogists stems almost entirely from the influence
of this remarJwble and dedicated woman teacher,
Frances Diebold."

A 1961 study sponsored by the Midwestern As
sociation of Chemistry Teachers in Liberal Arts
Colleges, based on graduate degrees granted from
1950 to 1959, indicates Kalamazoo College ranked
first in the percentage of male graduates who suc
cessfully completed the Ph.D. in science and sec
ond in total production of Ph.D.'s and M.D.'s. This
study was based on statistics of 65 centrally-located
colleges.

In January, 1967, The Alfred P. Sloan Founda
tion, after a three-year study to identify America's
most promising scientific programs, chose Kalama
zoo as one of twenty top institutions to share in
grants totalling $7,500,000. 'The Foundation is
determined to keep science an integral part of
liberal education, and conversely to make liberal ed
ucation part of the training of the future scientist."
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Bio-Social

Science

an

International

Affairs
By Bryant Wedge '43



AT first thought, it seems a long reach from the
study of biology to international affairs. The biolo
gist would probably be inclined to disclaim com
petence and the foreign policy-maker would be apt
to deny relevance.

Academic preserves are so strongly boundaried
that the biologist scarcely recognizes man and
his societies as the particularly interesting - and
sometimes pathetic - liVing species that he is;
the social scientist hardly admits that the fun
damental "cell" of society, the individual human
being, is inescapably animal, subject to all the
laws of life. I will suggest that the interpenetra
tion of biological and political systems is an inti
mate fact of the real world and that scholars of
each would do well to consider the other.

It might be useful for me to confess the vested
interest behind this observation. Biological study
with Frances Diebold at Kalamazoo College was
no narrow subject. I well remember the opening
out of horizons when, after haVing mastered some
basics, we "discovered" the great themes of Darwin
and speculated on the Origins of Life. The deep
biological thread extended through medical stu
dies and into psychiatry where it became ever
more deeply intertwined with consideration of the
social environment but could never for a moment
be forgotten. As the accidents of university career
brought exposure to social and political sciences,
it was shocking to discover that the "man" of these
fields was often disembodied - a lump, growing
to be sure, but being shaped and acted upon by
great forces of class and culture and authority.

This might not have mattered much except that
further chance forced the view upon me that the
skills of the psychiatrist would be useful in in
ternational affairs. Here, the intellectual territory
was hostile to recognition of the biological ele
ment in human behavior, especially of the political
group. And, as I have worked with problems of in
ternational understanding and communication in
relation to policy, it has become incr~asinglyclear
that "human nature," even in its most global ex
pression, is fundamentally based on the biologic
nature and needs of earth's most successful and
most suicidal animal.

Historically, it is not hard to understand why
biologists have stopped short of examining the so
cial life of man as a phenomenon well within their
proper domain. Western science has matured with
in the framework of Christian thought. But the an
thropocentric attitude, which placed man in the
closest association with God, excluded mankind
from the realm of scientific observation. Until Dar
win, a little over a century ago, articulated natural
laws which included man, biology had confined
its interest largely to the non-human liVing world;
indeed, the struggle to assert that man is part of
the natural order - irrespective of his relation
to divinity - still goes on.

If man is treated as a natural object it cannot be
supposed that any biological laws are suspended
just for him. Man must be subject to the tropisms
and chemical drives of all living creatures. As
an animal, competing for life, man must come
equipped with deeply embedded and patterned ten
dencies toward instinctual response; with funda
mentally biological needs for affiliation and colony
formation, for aggression and defense, for mating,
nesting, food-gathering, exploring. And, however
peculiar the curves may be, there can be no es
caping the inflexible laws of population. Each in
dividual specimen, each colony, the species as a
whole are compelled and driven, limited and con
strained by the fundamental requirements of life.

If a man is part of and not apart from nature,
our behavior must be confined to natural laws and
only a stupendous arrogance could lead us to ima
gine that we were masters of our natural fate. If a
bacterial culture or a swarm of bees or a herd of
hippopotomi can be observed and described in pure
ly natural terms, so can man. Indeed, it seems to
me that the roots of many of the present crises of
mankind are the outcome of just this hubris; we
have over-run our ecologic base, fouled our envi
ronment and turned loose unparalleled violence on
our own species. The names of these fruits of non
biologic progress are famine, pollution and war.

Can biologic thinking remedy this state of man?
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I think it can; when our social policies are informed
by the deepest sense and feeling, by our best possi
ble understanding of ourselves and our societies
as living processes, we may begin to develop a gen
uine science of survival- our own and our species.

By biological thinking, I mean in the first place a
very high appreciation for complex, multi-faceted
and interdependent processes, organized in the ser
vice of organic integrity and manifesting adaptive
virtuosity. I mean the process of growth in terms
of organic principles and above all of reproduction
of organic forms from fresh material. I mean vari
ation of form and function between generations
with natural selection pressures which create va
riety and long-run adaptability to a wide range of
environments. All of these characteristics are as
true of man as of the single cell. Such thinking
brings a sense of organic history and a deep re
spect for the value of life but it brings, as 'well,
sensitivity to the limits within which any genera
tion of any species may prosper.

Biological thinking involves the ecologic sense,
the feel for the relation of populations of organisms
to their changing environmental circumstances,
including the living environment of plants and
animals. Ecology is concerned with the dynamics
of populations, with the interdependencies and
cycles and chains of nutrition and respiration 
and, of course, with the consequences of imbalance
and of toxic pollution. If man's goats, for example,
deforested the Mahgreb and this, in turn, dimin
ished the rainfall and left a near-desert, the loss
echoes far down the generations.

In this century the explosive incursions of our
species into delicately balanced systems of eco
logic relationship have permanently changed the
global environment; species of life have been wiped
out forever, whole regions have been depleted of
plant life and others have been made fertile, lakes
and rivers have been virtually scoured of life. Some
of the consequences may be btneficial to life, more
are probably inimical, but an are irreversible. And
few indeed are the changes t!1at have been made
with the foresight that a scientific ecology might
have provided. We are in what the historian, Lynn
White, Jr., calls an ecologic crisis. Ecologic thought,
and especially ecologic science, applied to man and
his works as it might be, say, to a tree farm, would
inform the social policy process with knowledge of
the likely consequences of such deep interference
with natural systems and might well guide action
in terms of long-run advantage to life.

Finally, biologic thinking extends to the behavior
of organisms, indiVidually and in their natural
groupings. We like to think that our behavior and
our social organizations are somehow emancipated
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from the biologic drives-this is a peculiarly West
ern idea, closely associated with our mastery of
technological processes. At best, we think, instincts
are to be mastered and gUided in terms of rules
and of reason.

Now, there is a good deal of truth in this; the
plasticity of human behavior is unique in the King
dom of Life due to the hypertrophy of the forebrain
and its capacity to absorb programmed training
which guides and patterns behavior - up to a
point. As a consequence, man has developed social
cultures, the functional memory of the group which
is enriched and passed on from generation to gen
eration. Culture encompasses varieties of behavior
al forms which provide channels for instinct ex
pression and control - forms which are internal
ized in the behavior patterns of every encultured
individual.

The appearance of social culture, however, has
not modified the driving instincts in the least; it
has only displaced or delayed or modulated their
modes of expression. The great drives of reproduc
tion and aggression, particularly, constantly threat
en to escape social control and become manifested
in disruptive or even group-suicidal behavior. If a
great many manifestations of social life in the con
temporary world are irrational in the extreme in
terms of life and species preservation, it is largely
because the transformations of social systems ac
companying technological progress have disrupted
instinct-containing organization to such an extent
that the biologic drives find expression through
life-destroying channels.

Technology in the service of the instincts has
terrifying force; the raw energy and destructive
capacity available to the average human being is
multiplied more than a hundred-fold over his bio
logic work-capability. Imagine the consequences
of a hundred-fold increase in strength and potency
in any species, with no change in instinctual aim,
and you will begin to recognize the magnitude of
the behavioral issue. We are in danger of outrun
ning our food supplies with the poulation explo
sion, of devastating our environment with our ef
forts to exploit our resources and of literally in
cinerating whole societies and perhaps the entire
race in venting our collective aggression.

The psychiatrist, of course, is quite familiar with
the individual expressions of instinct mismanage
ment: the painful symptoms of dammed-up drive
turned back on the organism, the breakdown of
the apparatus of coping, or the escape of the orga
nism from social control into unbridled violence or
uncontrolled sexual riot. Sigmund Freud was the
first to assert these dangers in a systematic way
and to attribute them to the discontents of anti-



biologic "civilization"; this is a measure of how re
cently we have come to acknowledge the substan
tial biologic character of human behavior.

We do not yet have a Freud of society; no man
or no group of men has yet systematically observed
groups and societies in terms of the expression of
biologic forces and dynamics in group and inter
group behavior. Konrad Lorenz has made a sug
gestive start by extrapolating his astute and de
tailed observations on aggressive behavior among
lower animals to the behavior of man in his essay
On Aggression. But he does not pretend to have
observed his own species with anything like the at
tention which he has paid to the gray-lag goose or
the behavior of our social orders in the detail with
which he and others have recorded behavior in
colonies of rats. If, as Lorenz suggests and as seems
quite plausible, social behavior is deeply rooted in
the biology of man, there is little likelihood that we
will either understand or be able to meliorate social
disorder until we have developed an adequate bio
social science applied to our own species.

Since social science is concerned with human
societies, one might think that human nature in
the most basic sense would be of paramount con
cern and that the qualities of men as living or
ganisms might be of fundamental interest; this is
scarcely the case. Of the several social sciences.
anthropology - which bases its substance on di
rect and intimate observation - is perhaps the
least resistant to recognition of man's organicity;
this is followed in loose order by social psychology
and sociology. By the time one reaches politics,
economics and historiography, these sciences are
almost completely detached from consideration of
the animal basis of society; they approach their
subjects "on their own grounds."

When I describe the origins and present state of
the social sciences as being anti-organismic and as
being based to a large degree on closed and me
chanistic-system models instead of open and living
system models, I speak of the general intellectual
climate; there have always been exceptions among
social scientists, although they have hard going.
I do not mean to suggest that contemporary social
science models are invalid or useless; indeed there
is much to be said for the combination of empir
icism and theory building at the level of abstract
relationships. The collective social sciences have
achieved quite powerful methods of categorizing so
cial data and exploring correlations between events.

It is at the level of interpretation of the driving
forces and the organizing principles of social be
havior that vital elements are missing. What are
the impulses that bring men together in groups?
Is the organization of societies only a matter of

trammg into accepted political cultures or does
this also reflect some more fundamental species
propensities? What motivates internal and inter
societal violence? Why are outsiders so often feared
and hated? What are the limits on cooperation
within and between societies? And, at the level
of social policy, what kinds of organization will
sufficiently satisfy fundamental drives of men?

Questions such as these cannot be answered
from the study of society alone; they require very
substantial contributions from the study of man
as a restless animal with basic needs and innate
drives. To develop these contributions we need a
much better understanding of the biology of man,
especially of the biological basis of social behavior.
Such understanding can come only from the bio
logical sciences; the social sciences possess neither
the concepts nor the methods to investigate these
forces and characteristics. We need, then, a bio
social science of human behavior.

There is, of course, no possibility that there can
be direct translation of biology to international pol
itics. As one who has moved from the study of the
former to involvement with the latter, however, I
have become quite certain of relevance. The recur
rent eruption of violence between societies, often
in the face of all reason and every attempt at politi
cal restraint, speaks for powerful forces at work;
the events may be rationalized but they are clearly
not understood. It is clear that some conditions of
society, some kinds of organization, are more prone
to such eruption than others and, once again, these
are not understood. Is it possible that nationalism,
for example, represents some confluence of bio
social force and political condition? Is it possible
that prosperous societies require some atavistic out
let for surplus energy ~ for it is these and not the
poor and struggling which are apt to adventure
and war?

All I am saying here is that we do not know.
The political scientists don't know. The policy-mak
ers don't know. The historians and economists
don't know. I think it quite likely that the insight
which we need may lie in the nature of man as a
social animal that lives in an animal society; when
we understand the species characteristics suffi
ciently we may be able to construct social policies
to accommodate the species needs, most especially
the great and overriding need for survival which
orchestrates the interplay of life forces in all suc
cessful organisms.

Difficult as it may be, the biologist will have to
develop and supply this understanding even if this
requires transcending the history of his own dis
cipline. Such a social responsibility arises from the
nature of his subject which is life.
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A Plea for the
Long, Wide View

By H. Lewis Batts, Jr. '43

LIFE is a quality, not a thing, and its essence is
order - order as activity resulting in certain forms
and processes.

Biology is supposed to be the study of this qual
ity, life, but in practice biologists study not life, but
its attributes, its results - the certain forms and
processes. These are studied at all known levels of
complexity - some levels, the simpler ones, re
ceiving more attention than others. All are equally
important to an ultimate understanding of life, but
much more is known about particles than about
parts, about parts than wholes, about simple pro
cesses than complex systems. We do not need less
study of simpler forms and processes than directed
to them now, but we do need more consideration of
complex systems, whole patterns, than they now
receive.

The simplest form exhibiting characteristics we
identify with life is a virus and it seems to possess
these only when situated inside a living cell - a
rather direct and simple (although unknown) re
lationship of dependence. We know much about

the forms and processes of cells and even of their
molecules. We know what substances some bac
teria must have in order to maintain normal life.
We know what substances and conditions to pro
vide in order to grow active yeasts, jUicy tomatoes,
gorgeous chrysanthemums, fat chickens, cuddly
poodles, and contented cows. We may not fully un
derstand it, but we recognize and accept the fact
that there is a dependent relationship between
these organisms and their environment.

Man goes to great lengths to learn and then to
provide the proper environments for his yeasts,
chrysanthemums, and cows. Man does not go to
such great lengths to learn and then to provide the
proper environment for himself.

Yes, we do know that as human animals people
must have certain things in their environment in
order to survive - water to drink, air to breathe,
food to eat, and a place to live. We do not know,
however, in what condition they must be. To what
extent can we change our water, air, and food and
still survive? To what extent can we change them
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and remain healthy, much less, happy? We do not
know, but as we continually change our environ
ment we act as though we know quite well. There
are many indications that already we have made
too much change in our environment; many peo
ple are suffering, many more are uncomfortable,
and lives are being lost because of this ignorance.

Cancer is being more and more referred to as an
indicator of civilization, a disease induced by the
artificial environment. Primitive tribes of people in
Africa and Australia rarely have cancer, yet it kills
more children in the United States each year than
any other disease; and it has been diagnosed well
enough and long enough so that it is obvious that it
is on the increase. In addition to cancer, diseases
of the lungs, liver, and heart and mental disorders
are on the increase, even in young people, in the
United States.

There are population "explosions" of blackbird
and insect pests; and the war against crop-eating
insects in the United States gets harder and more
costly each year, instead of easier. We lost our
chestnut trees and passenger pigeons some time
ago and we are about to lose our elms and whoop
ing cranes. What will be next, and after that-rob
ins, oak trees, people? The importance of learning
the causes of increased incidence of human disease
and increased populations of destructive pests is
obvious. The importance of learning how to save
elm trees, whooping cranes, and other forms, may
not be so obvious, if indeed it is important at all.
They are, however, parts of man's natural environ
ment and may be links in his chain of survival.

Increasing numbers of people are being deprived
quickly of the opportunity to live in even a sem
blance of the environment to which the human ani
mal, man, has gradually adapted over very long
periods of time. Even though we do not know what
they are, from observations of other animals it is
inconceivable that there are no limits to our adapt
ability.

Biology as pure science may have no obligation
beyond the discovery and description of natural
phenomena pertaining to life, but biologists do.
Someone needs to interpret the results of scientific
inquiry and apply them toward imprOVing the qual
ity of living for people. Much of this, of course, is
being done, but far too little and in too limited a
perspective; and much of what is being done is
done by technologists who rummage through the
masses of data gleaning isolated bits and pieces
primarily for economic reasons and secondarily for
immediate benefit of mankind. More research con
cerned with cancer, insect pests, and elm tree dis
ease has been aimed at finding commercially man
ufacturable substances for use in curing them rath-
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er than aimed at finding causes and preventing
these conditions. There is much less immediate
economic profit in discovering a naturally operat
ing system of checks and balances than there is in
manufacturing an artificial substance. And, as Dr.
Donald A. Spencer of the Pesticides Regulation Di
vision of the U. S. Department of Agriculture re
cently commented, the government has "no control
over industrial research, of course. The economics
of the country dictate this."

Manufacturers and producers of things and ser
vices, and their advertisers, determine to a larger
extent than any other influence how people live,
the very quality of our liVing. They persuade us
what to consider important: powerful gasoline
fueled automobiles and boats, color TV sets, large
green lawns of closely cropped and uniform and
weedless grass, the looks of fruits and vegetables,
the amounts of artificially added nutrients in pack
aged foods, etc. The public is just beginning to
learn that there are higher and hidden costs in
addition to the purchase price attached to these
things we are convinced we need. Our gasoline en
gines pollute the atmosphere with toxic substances
and noise, some TV sets now admittedly leak X-ra
diation, the tremendous amounts of fertilizers and
pesticides required to produce homogeneous lawns
and unblemished fruits and vegetables are killing
unbelievable numbers of bees, fish, oysters, birds,
and mammals, the importance of at least some of
which we know.

Many people have exploited the long-held belief
that nature is here for man to do with as he pleases
- a forest exists to be cut down and a stream ex
ists to be used as a sewer - believing that no price
need be paid for such behavior. As a consequence
of this belief we allow and contribute to the pol
lution of our own environment:

Yearly we release millions of tons of pollutants
into the air (approximately one ton per person in
the United States), pollutants which damage build
ings, vehicles, crops, lungs, etc.

Yearly we discharge billions of tons of pollutants
into our creeks, rivers, lakes, and oceans, some of
which is returned to us in our food.

Yearly we apply millions of tons of some of the
most toxic chemicals known to man onto our crops
and on soil in which they grow, and some of this we
eat, also.

Yearly we kill outright or contaminate the homes
and food of wildlife - plants and animals whose
importance in the environment of man we do not
know.

When confronted by the grOWing concern of
public health scientists and conservationists over



the fact that residues of certain insecticides called
chlorinated hydrocarbons (DDT, dieldrin, aldrin,
endrin, etc.) are building up to higher and higher
levels in our environment and in our own livers,
fatty tissue, and brains, technological apologists
point with pride to the tremendous contribution to
our economy made by the widespread use of these
highly toxic substances. Not only is the manufac
ture and sale of these poisonous chemicals contrib
uting directly to our economy (the public paid $1
billion for pesticides in the United States in 1965),
but through their use crop yield is much greater,
populations of disease-carrying flies and mosqui
toes have been decimated, etc. These economic and
public health results have been produced in the
short view, but there are other results that should
bc considered (even economically) in the long view.

No one knows the effects on us of anyone of
these substances as they accumulate in our own
tissues. The recently established federal monitor
ing program has indicated that the average human
already carries pesticide residues in his fatty tis
sues alone in the amount of twelve parts per mil
lion, and we cannot avoid increasing this amount.
These poisons are in our food, air, water, and soil,
where their residues are known to remain toxic for
many years. DDT reportedly has been found in
every animal tested for it from the Arctic to the
Antarctic and no DDT had been applied anywhere
near these two polar areas.

Furthermore, target insects such as flies and
malaria-carrying mosquitoes have built up resis
tance to DDT to the point where they are again be
coming serious threats to human health. Short
range battles with these and other insects have
been won but apparently the war has only begun;
as resistance develops, subsequent battles get hard
er to win and thus the problem is increased by the
so-called solution.

Now systemic pesticides are beginning to be
used. These poisons are meant to be taken up in
ternally by plants and the insect pest is killed when
it feeds on the plants-plants that are being grown
for food for humans and for animals that are to be
eaten by humans. DDT, systemic poisons, etc.,
even though they obViously get into human tissue,
do not have to be tested by or for the manufacturers
for internal effects of small amounts on humans,
as do drugs, because "they are not intended for use
in the body." Fortunately, and due almost entirely
to growing pressure from an increasingly enlight
ened and alarmed public, insect control research is
mOVing away from broad-spectrum persistent poi
sons to highly specific natural substances such as
an insect's own growth-regulating hormone. This is
an ecologically sound approach and, when synthe-

sized, such substances can be produced commer
cially and thus contribute to the economy.

Biologists often appear to abdicate to technolo
gists, or perhaps they are only out-shouted. There is
no reason at all why the technology that produces
the goods and services man wants cannot produce
them without polluting his environment. In the
rush to get the economic advantage over a com
petitor, the extra care necessary not to pollute the
environment may not be taken. However, wherever
it has becn demanded by the public it has been
taken, and easily.

When the public demanded that detergents be
made so that foaming action ""ould not be evident
in streams and lakes, manufacturers quickly pro
duced the more desirable degradable detergents.
Upon demand, manufacturers of gasoline engines
are finding ways to reduce noxious exhaust gases;
and pesticide manufacturers are finding excellent
substitutes for chlorinated hydrocarbons. We will
stop threats to our well-being only when we see true
relationships and insist that man's total welfare be
put above that of purely economic considerations.
Only then will we refuse to accept the proposition
that a polluted environment is a necessary price to
pay for having the things and services we want.

A broader perspective is needed, and who are
better equipped and therefore more obligated to
prOVide this wider view if not biologists? Research
and interpretation to the public are desperately
needed at levels of inter-acting systems of individ
uals, populations, communities, and their total en
Vironments.

This is a challenge to our methods and systems
of education. The body of scientific knowledge is
grOWing so large so rapidly that it is not possible to
learn or to teach more than small fractions of any
scientific field. It is these tiny fragments that are
not only inadequate, they mislead ~ students are
thereby prevented from seeing wholes and over-all
order. We need to teach the broad perspective so
that, whether the student becomes a farmer, law
yer, physician, biologist, he realizes that whenever
changes are made anywhere in our environment,
other changes will result; therefore utmost care
must be taken to understand the consequences of
changes before they are attempted. Attitudes and
perspectives are therefore far more important to
teach than are facts; for the facts of today change
into tomorrow's fiction. Knowledge must serve the
future.

Many of the problems we face today, whether
political, economic, sociological, or biological, re
sult from the expediency of yesterday-taking the
short, fragmented glimpse rather than the long,
wide view.
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TIle People,
the Alpha

and
the Omega

By John C. Ayers '34

W'THIN recent years significant numbers of
laymen have become aware that something called
"pollution" has happened to the local waters. That
the layman has become aware of pollution is signif
icant. When he realizes the significance of his
awareness, we will begin real progress toward the
preservation and even redemption of our water
resources.

Most laymen, from breath-holding experiments
in childhood, can guess that man can live about
three minutes without air. Few, in non-arid re
gions, can venture the opinion that man lives about
three days without water. And fewer still, in Amer
ica, have acquired the adventitious knowledge that
man lives thirty days or more without food, if
given water.

That the layman has become aware of water
pollution has not been because he realizes his vul
nerability in the second-most-immediate of his bod
ily needs. That the layman has become aware of
pollution has, for the most part, been the result of
mundane things like the fact that the local beach
has been closed "because of pollution," or that his
water-and-sewer tax has increased "because pollu-
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tion makes more treatment necessary," or because
his new motor-boat becomes filthy in local waters
('They're polluted, you know.").

Though the layman is awakening to pollution he
has not realized that pollution is his inheritance.

Our ancestors possessed, in full flower, the ex
ploiter philosophy. Public land was sometimes
known by this term. but was generally "free land":
public water was "free water." That public land
and public water were "government land" and "gov
ernment water" was occasionally recognized. But
the next step: that government land and govern
ment water were owned by the people was seldom,
if ever, taken.

To exploit all natural resources for personal gain
was a basic inclination of the settlers, and it was
done with the blessing, even the urging, of politi
cians elected from the people. Is it, then, surpris
ing that the quick, easy and cheap disposal of
wastes in watercourses or lakes is ingrained in the
"doers" of the present generation?

The exploiter philosophy is persistent and insid
ious. There has been, within the year, an official
document calling for the exploitation (my italics)
of the resources of the sea from the office of the
same President who earlier called for conservation
of our water resources.
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That the layman is beginning to become aware
of pollution is, in some part, due to the fact that the
scientific realization of what pollution means is
sifting down to him in his own literature. Nau
mann in 1931 identified and defined the process of
eutrophication. From his "vork and that of others,
indirectly, the layman can now encounter in his
leisure-time reading graphic. pointed and fairly ac
curate passages such as the following from the
whodunit "One Fearful Yellow Eye" by J. D. Mc
Donald (1966) who says in a fictional connection
with Lake Michigan at Chicago, "... I c')uld smell
a sourness in the wind. I remembered that it blew
across a dying lake. For a hundred years the cities
had dumped their wastes and corruptions and
acids into it, and now suddenly everyone was
aghast that it should have the impertinence to start
dying like Lake Erie. The ecology was broken. the
renewing forces at last overwhelmed. Now the pol
iticians were making the brave sounds the worried
people wanted to hear.

"Now they were taking half-measures. Scientists
said that only with total effort might the process be
slowed, halted, reversed. But total effort, of course,
would raise havoc with the supposedly God-given
right of the thousand lake-shore corporations to
keep costs down by running their poisons into the
lake. Total effort would boost the tax structure to
pay for effective sewage disposal systems.

"So in the night wind, the lake stank, and I went
back in out of the wind, and thought of the endless
garbage barges that are trundled out of Miami into
the blue bright Atlantic. People had thought the
lake would last forever. When the sea begins to
stink, man better have some fresh green planets
to colonize, because this one is going to be used
up." (With permission of Gold Medal Books.)

I use the quotation from McDonald for its
punch, inclusiveness and general accuracy. Lake
Michigan does not yet smell (though air pollution
around it smells), but it is on the same road that
Lake Erie travelled. Portions of Lake Erie may
smell when conditions are right. But this is per
haps less important than the fact that the histori
cal records of Lake Erie's condition reveal the
broad outlines of its demise under the penurious
waste-disposal onslaughts of man. Now, further,
the chemical and biological conditions in the ex
treme southern end of Lake Michigan have come
from vague and uncertain indications of damage
to a condition recognizably similar to Lake Erie.
The damaged-water condition has not yet spread
from the metropolitan and industrialized extreme
lower end of the lake.

We are engaged, in the lower end of Lake Mich
igan, and in the preservation of water resources



generally, in a battle between the positive and ben
eficial effects of requirements for better treatment
of wastes and the negative and degrading effects
of the absolute size of the untreated fraction of
wastes. A treatment plant delivering "90% treat
ment" passes, for a city of 100,000, the equivalent
of the untreated wastes of a city of 10,000. Wheth
er the improvement from requirements for addi
tional waste treatment is matching, overmatching,
or being overmatched by, growth in the size of the
untreated waste fraction as population and indus
try grow is the battle-line.

We are bringing to this battle-line a polyglot, but
possibly adequate, collection of troops. Most nu
merous among these troops are the lawyers, engi
neers and politicians upon whose heads rests the
fact that, for reasons legal, economic and political,
the degradation of water resources has not been
stopped earlier. There are signs that these profes
sions probably ought no longer to be smeared with
the tar of their poor past performances. New laws
have broadened and expanded the lavvyer's capa
bilities. New awareness is beginning to free the
working engineer from the old precept that the
measure of what should be done is the size of the
bond issue that can be passed. New knowledge of
his own, and new pressure from awakened lay
men, is rendering the politician more unyielding to
pressure from pollution-intending businessmen.

But we are not through. From our dollar-stan
dard culture there comes a perhaps-natural corol
lary inferring that the businessman successful in
garnering dollars in the marts of trade will be a
wise and successful appointee to any position of
responsibility. This can be a setting of the wolf to
guard the sheep. To be a successful businessman
is to be eternally alert for any cost-reducing mea
sure; cost-reduction has been the major reason for
pollution by industrial wastes. A businessman in
a stewardship position for a water resource is open
to the suspicion that he may be aware of its "value"
as a place to dispose of wastes instead of being
aware of his stewardship responsibilities to the
faceless public that owns the resource.

From the people came the philosophy of "Find
a natural resource and exploit it." From the people
came the businessmen who found the resources
and exploited them.

From the people came the politicians who did
not make the laws that would have required the
lawyers to protect the resources that were the prop
erty of the people.

From the people came the businessmen and mu
nicipalities that hired the engineer to "do it for as
little as possible" and held him to that cost limi
tation.

From the people came the "Nothing succeeds
like success" concept that has made our culture
doBar-measured and which puts businessmen into
stewardship positions for which they are apt to be
unfitted by the very instincts and training that
made them business successes.

From the people came the small numbers of sci
entists and conservationists who made the small,
shrill and unheeded cries that the resources being
destroyed were owned by the people.

Now from the people are coming plaintive cries
that the resources they wish to usc are either pri
vate property, used up, or degraded to the point of
not being usable.

Yet to come from the people is the firm affirma
tion at the polls that they are re-assuming the pro
prietorship of the resources they still own.

Eventually to come from the people is the re
alization that in the case of the public resources, as
in several evident other things, they are reaping
what their forefathers sowed.

Perhaps it is true that the sins of the fathers are
visited upon the sons even unto the seventh gen
eration. But from here it looks as though it has
taken this country the seven generations since its
founding even to realize that the fathers sinned.
And retribution is yet to come.
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The Role of

Permissiveness

in the Raising of

Children
By James A. Abbott '43, M.D.



~EN I entered the field of psychiatry, a little
over twenty years ago, the monumental discoveries
of Sigmund Freud, which have so revolutionized
and benefited human thought, had begun to perme
ate areas of study other than the treatment of neu
rosis. One of these areas was the raising of children.
It was felt, with some justification, that since some
of the factors leading to neurosis have their origin
in childhood and in the intra-family relationships
of the child, perhaps the management of children
and the child-parent relationship might be im
proved so that neurosis could to some extent be
prevented. Since many of the attributes of past
parent-child relationships had been along suppres
sive and punitive lines, it was felt that if a child
were raised in a loving, permissive atmosphere in
which his emotional needs were recognized and re
spected and in which attention was directed to the
gratification of these needs, then some of the fac
tors that contribute to neurotic development could
be avoided.

So far, so good. But two difficulties came along.
First, the dissemination of these attitudes in

popular media made some parents feel uncom
fortably on the spot. It seemed that suddenly they
were being confronted with the responsibility for
something which up to then had been considered
the visitation of an unkind fate and which had not
been their responsibility at all - namely, the de
velopment of neurotic tendencies in their children
and in the adults that their children would become.
In its total sense, this impression is not completely
justified. Some of the factors in the causation of
neurosis and mental difficulties in general are sim
ply unknown or are beyond the parents' control.
Nevertheless, parents sensed (correctly, I think)
that to some extent their children's psychological
destinies lay within their hands. This increased
burden had the effect of making some conscien
tious and intelligent parents indecisive and fear
ful. They began to think that whatever they would
do might cause harm. Instead of meeting Junior's
antisocial behavior with a decisive whack on the
seat of the pants, they searched their souls and
asked, "What have I done wrong?" and, "Am I do
ing the right thing?"

The second difficulty which appeared was that
the concept of permissiveness, so desirable at the
right place and time, began to be applied indis
criminately. It was as though permissiveness and
its opposite, frustration and the development of

self-discipline, were mutually exclusive, as though
one had to commit himself to one and exclude the
other. By implication, permissiveness became the
good and progressive way of raising children, and
frustration and discipline became the old fash
ioned, bad way. There was a failure to understand
that each approach had its proper time and place,
that each, in fact, complemented the other, that to
utilize each in a flexible way did not make one in
consistent and that in these matters it was best to
remain in the middle of the road.

I am not a child psychiatrist. Why, you then ask,
am I writing about the psychological aspects of
raising young children? The answer is that every
psychiatrist who does psychoanalytically oriented
psychotherapy is in a sense a child psychiatrist. In
order to help an adult with a neurotic problem, he
must usually deal with that person's childhood,
mostly the part that has been forgotten.

The child psychiatrist is both an observer of his
patient's childhood and a participant in it. He talks
with the child and observes his relationships with
others. He talks with the parents and the teachers
and tries to learn the various factors which are
contributing to the emotional disturbance of his
little patient. He sees the pathogenic influences as
present day conflicts in the life of the child. One of
his therapeutic functions is to bring influence to
bear on the current situation and to help change it
in a beneficial way.

The adult psychiatrist, in his dealings with his
patient's childhood, is like an archaeologist or an
historian. He sifts his material, finding an artifact
here, a fossil there, gathering clue upon clue until
he and the patient begin to catch glimpses of the
forgotten childhood through the mists of repres
sion. An attempt is made to reconstruct the past,
just as an archeologist will try to reconstruct a for
gotten civilization. Then the psychiatrist will try to
help the patient realize how childhood influences
have molded certain of his feelings and have con
tributed to the formation of his symptoms. He will
try to help his patient see that certain of his feel
ings "made sense" in the prehistoric period of his
personality development and that he still clings to
these feelings, despite the fact that they are no
longer appropriate. He will try to help the patient
change these anachronistic attitudes so that they
will be more in keeping with the current reality.

In 1946 I started my training in psychiatry. I
was associated with many other young doctors and
most of us had a great deal of enthusiasm about
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the study of psychoanalysis. One aspect of this sub
ject that seemed to hold a particular interest for us
was the application of insights gained from psy
choanalysis to the raising of children. Books and
articles had been written about this and we dis
cussed it endlessly, in staff meetings, in the dining
room, by the soft drink machine. It held a fascina
tion for us. It was to be our contribution to Utopia.

I have wondered why this particular subject
struck such a responsive chord of interest within
us. Perhaps it was because we were at an age when
we would be haVing children soon. Perhaps the fact
that the war had just ended had something to do
with it, for there was a feeling in the air of starting
life afresh, with the slate scrubbed clean. At any
rate, this new idea possessed us and we talked as
much about preventing mental trouble by proper
child raising as we did about curing it.

And, of course, most of us were talking about
something concerning which we had very little
practical experience. vVe had never changed a dia
per and a child was little more to us than an ab
stract concept.

Well, the years have gone by. I have changed
many diapers and I am certain that the cacophony
of rock and roll music that sometimes reaches my
unwilling ears is no abstract concept. During these
years my views on child raising have changed
somewhat and I think that many other workers in
the mental health field have shared this Odyssey
with me. When I say that my views have changed,
I think that it is more correct to say that other
truths have been added to the original ones. No
small part of this change has been due to my share
in helping to raise four sons who began making
their appearance, one by one, fourteen years ago.

I am unchanged in my opinion that permissive
ness has a definite place - and I will go into that
in a moment - but I also feel that it is not enough.
It must be supplemented with (but not supplanted
by!) a tendency to engender in the child a capaci ty
for self-discipline and for tolerance of frustration
which every adult must have to adjust in our so
ciety. Timing is, of course, paramount. What is
appropriate for a two-year-old is not appropriate for
a ten-year-old. I do not wish to labor something
that seems so obvious. But some parents go off the
road precisely on this point. I remember hearing of
an incident in which the parents of a boy of about
five visited another couple's home and allowed
their son to swing back and forth on some new
draperies. When the inevitable suggestion was
made, the parents were annoyed, feeling that at
tempts to control their son would be harmful to
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him psychologically. Somewhere they had heard
that children should be raised permissively and
this is what they were doing.

ObViously, one is going to be more permissive
with an infant than with an older child and, as a
child grows older, the inculcation of discipline will
become more and more a factor in his upbringing.
How does one decide when to be permissive and
when to lean toward discipline in a given situa
tion? This can be difficult to decide sometimes and
I wish that there were a formula to apply. But there
is none. These little moment to moment decisions
constitute a lot of the art of raising children and
all that any of us can do is our best.

Another way in which I have changed is that I
have grown to acknowledge that parents are not
supermen and superwomen. We must all function
within our capacity. Putting it another way, it is of
some importance that a parent do what he does
comfortably.

It is a mistake to feel that we must be perfect in
these matters. Children are a hardy breed and we
should not think that our efforts to raise them have
to be perfectly correct all of the time. To attempt to
do so introduces a grim, tight-lipped, fearful qual
ity into a relationship that should be more spon
taneous and free.

We must also remember that children respond
to implicit, non-verbal attitudes more than to the
overt content of what is done or said. Therefore, it
is very likely that parents who have a basic love
and respect for their children will convey this love
and respect between the lines, so to speak, and will
have their children turn out well, even though
some of the things that they may do and say would
appear, if taken literally, to confound the rule
book.

What is this permissiveness that we have been
discussing? To some, the concept is an affront to
common sense that deserves to be hooted down
with derision and contempt. To others, it is a prin
ciple of such importance that to disregard it in
vites trouble.

To me, permissiveness means permitting a grow
ing human being to develop according to his own
inner rhythms. It includes a large measure of re
spect for the other person, whether that other per
son is four weeks old or twelve years old.

For example, I agree with the opinion that in
fants should be fed (breast fed if possible), not
according to a set schedule but when they are
hungry. This is called demand feeding. To some,
this raises a frightening spectre of a voracious, all
consuming infant who is going to devour the whole



household unless he is brought under control. Ac
tually, it works out well, a fact to which most moth
ers who have followed through with it will attest.
The baby will soon put himself on a schedule that
is no more demanding on the mother than any oth
er schedule, except that it will be his schedule. The
child sl10uld be held when fed, talked to and cud
dled during the feeding process. Most mothers do
this naturally but some have been intimidated by
the fear of "spoiling" the child.

Another area in which permissiveness should be
allowed is that of toilet training. When you tell
some people that children, if let alone, will virtu
ally toilet train themselves, they will look at you as
though you are mad. However, many workers be
lieve this and I am among them. Really, if you
think about it, what is all the excitement about?
lance heard the following remark attributed to a
pediatrician, who asked an anxious parent, "How
many adults have you seen lately who are not toilet
trained?" On the other hand, psychological diffi
culties may arise if toilet training is attempted too
soon or to the tune of coercion, corporal punish
ment or shame techniques. I do not mean to imply
that literally nothing should be done to help a child
achieve training. Help can be given along the lines
of encouragement and utilizing the ever present
wish of a child to emulate an older sibling or play
mate. In my opinion, most children will start to re
spond to such measures when they are between
two and two and a half years old.

I believe in permissiveness in responding to a
child's perfectly natural questions about sex. Note
that J believe in answering the question asked in
terms that the child can understand, not in over
loading his emotional circuits with a lot of infor
mation which he has not asked and which may be
too much, too soon. With an older child, of course,
it is perfectly proper to tell him things that have
not occurred to him and to prepare him with the
facts of life.

It is not being properly permissive, in my opin
ion, to push a pubertal or pre-pubertal child into
the world of dating. Parents do this sometimes and
I think that it is a mistake. If a thirteen year old
boy wants to play basketball instead of attend a
"Teen-Hi," let him do so. There will be plenty of
time for girls when he gets around to them. A child
will be a child for just so long. Let him explore and
exhaust childhood so that the next step will come
naturally and will be based on a firm foundation.

These examples of permissiveness are not meant
to be all inclusive. Other examples will come up
individually. I remember a toddler who went
through a phase of being very dependent on his
mother. He followed her everywhere. Some parents

might have become concerned, lest this become a
habit and the boy develop into a sissy. In frustrat
ing this tendency, they would have made it worse.
In this case, the parents responded to the need by
indulging it and after a while the phase was passed
through and forgotten, the boy becoming more in
dependent.

The authoritarian role is one which some fathers
shy away from. I suppose that, at least in part,
they equate authority with tyranny and tyranny
with raising intimidated, frightened children, so
therefore it must be bad.

Of course, an excess of anything can produce
harm. But authority of a firm, kindly, consistent
sort is an essential ingredient of parenthood, par
ticularly fatherhood. Even though the child may
protest, I think that he has a need for an authori
tarian person to relate to, to personify limits, to
identify with and to push against at times. This is
where the seeds are sown of his relationship to au
thority in adulthood, an area of adjustment which
is very important.

Since I feel that this is a need, I do not think that
I am playing with words to assert that permitting
a child to have a firm, kindly, consistent authority
whom he can relate to and who will, if necessary,
lay the law down now and then, is a form of per
missiveness in itself.

A word about being a pal. In every successful
father-child relationship, there is the element of
the father being a pal to his children at times. The
father who plays eighteen holes of golf a week and
who has never played catch with his son or built a
rabbit cage with him has missed something and so
has the boy. But to be a pal and nothing more, to
get down to the child's level and to stay there all
the time, is doing little more than providing the
child with a rather large playmate. Fatherhood
should consist of more than that.

I hope that I have not made this sound too diffi
cult or too simple. Parenthood, for those who try to
do it well, is an exacting job. I think that most par
ents know more than they realize and, either on
their own or with a little guidance, can do a first
rate job. I am not being facetious when I say that
one must expect a little confusion now and then.
Many problems are not solved so much as grown
out of. But the rewards are great, for if we can help
our children grow into adults who are flexible, who
are capable of emotional warmth, who can love
and who can achieve a creative relationship to re
ality, then the whole world will benefit.
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CowteSlj of Elsie Herbold Froeschner '35, scientific
i.llustrator in the department of insects, Smithsonian Institution.
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Trends

in Medical

Education
By John C. Finerty'37



MODERN medical education in the United
States was initiated by the report of Abraham Flex
ner entitled, "Medical Education in the United
States and Canada," published in 1910 under the
sponsorship of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching. This explosive docu
ment critically exposed the status of physician
training through a frank appraisal of the numerous
proprietary schools of medicine. A few university
medical schools, however, antedated this survey,
with Johns Hopkins serving as a notable example
of desirable physician education in which a firm
foundation of basic sciences and laboratory ex
perimentation supported the clinical experience.

The Flexner report induced a rapid change in
medical education with the resultant closing of the
"diploma mills" and the upgrading of the remain
ing institutions - most becoming segments of
universities. The number of medical schools rad
ically dropped to eighty or so which have thrived
or developed during the past fifty years. Under the
joint accreditation of the American Medical Asso
ciation and the Association of American Medical
Colleges, rigid supervision of the quality of educa
tion was prOVided, and through the 1920's and
1930's came a gradual change with progressive
scientific advancement and improvement in med
ical care.

The immediate post-World War II period was
characterized by public awareness of the economic
and sociological value of scientific and medical re
search. The late 1940's and 1950's saw an unprece
dented increase in public support of research, with
the development of the National Institutes of
Health and the extramural research grant pro
grams. A "knowledge explosion" followed, with

startling advances in poten tials for health care.
The predominance of part-time or voluntary teach
ing by practicing physicians gave way to full-time
clinical faculties, dedicated to advancing the fron
tiers of medical knowledge as much as to the teach
ing of medical students. The care offered in a med
ical center with the latest sophisticated methods
and equipment began to outstrip what could be ac
complished by the general practitioner. Educators
and practicing physicians, aware of the lag be
tween medical research advances and their im
plementation in practice, placed major emphasis
on ContinUing Education for Physicians programs
- promising but still only partially effective.

Today, an informed public with rising expecta
tions and increasing demands for the best possible
medical care is initiating a new era in the educa
tion of the physician and in the delivery of health
care. The same support by the federal government
that stimulated the surge of research activity in
the 50's has now promoted the regional medical
programs for heart disease, stroke and cancer,
comprehensive medical care programs and re
search into the delivery of health care. Congress is
responding to the demands of the voters that all
citizens regardless of race, color, creed or economic
status have a basic right to the best medical care
possible.

This situation, compounded by a rapidly expand
ing population, is accentuating a critical shortage
not only of available physicians - particularly in
the area of general practice - but of allied health
personnel, technicians, nurses, and therapists of
various types.

The extent to which hundreds of American hos
pitals depend on foreign physicians to maintain
essential medical services approaches a national
scandal. At the same time we are prOViding large
sums of money to assist less developed countries in
the improvement of their standards of liVing, we
are facilitating a loss of their most competent pro
fessional people to correct deficiencies in our own
system of medical care. This is inconsistent and
morally indefensible. Two recently published doc
uments elucidate the problem of the physician
shortage and propose solutions. These are "The
Graduate Education of Physicians," the report of
the Citizen Commission on Graduate Medical Edu
cation appointed by the American Medical Associ
ation under the chairmanship of John S. Millis,
Ph.D., President of Western Reserve University;
and "Meeting of the Challenge of Family Practice,"
the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Education
for Family Practice of the Council on Medical Edu
cation of the AMA, under the leadership of Wil
liam R. Willard, M.D.
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Recognizing the importance of comprehensive
medical care, the Millis report proposes the concept
of the "primary physician." Quoting from that re
port, "The Flexner report gave medical education a
timely and healthy push in the biological and bio
chemical direction. Growing scientific knowledge
furthered the trend. And the availability of large
funds for biochemical research accelerated it. Med
icine has been greatly strengthened by these devel
opments. They should be supported and continued.
The problem is not that these aspects of medicine
have grown too rapidly. The problem now is to add
a new dimension to the practice of medicine that
will help to utilize this growth and to bring the
practice of medicine up to its high potential. The
needed new dimension is continuing and compre
hensive care of high quality. Medical education
must produce competent and broadly trained phy
sicians to give that care."

Changes in the preparation of physicians with
more accurate scientific information and sophisti
cated techniques and equipment have led to in
creasing specialization and alterations in the de
livery of health care. The young physician is not
particularly interested in a solo practice but pre
fers to join a group where better facilities, usually
including a clinic or hospital, can be made avail
able. The growth of urbanization and ready trans
portation make this feasible. The public, however,
is still a bit schizophrenic about this situation. Nos
talgia for the kindly old GP who spent all night at
the bedside of a feverish patient creates impatience
with the coldly-efficient young physician who
makes a quick diagnosis, administers antibiotics
and is ready for the next patient - even though in
the former case the patient friequently died, and
in the latter, he is back at work in a few days. Pa
tients must adapt to the loss of personal attention
and house calls in favor of the more effective use
of office, laboratory and hospital.

Specializataion, resulting in fewer general prac
titioners, is being recognized as a serious defect in
community medical care. Often the patient, or
family of the patient, must now make a rough di
agnosis to determine which specialist to call. The
pediatrician and the internist have become the
general practitioners of the present. To develop a
corps of suitably qualified physicians to fill this
void, a new graduate physician training program is
being advocated with appropriate board certifica
tion to assure its quality and status as a specialty
in its own right.

This physician is being variously described as a
"family physician" or as a "primary physician." It
is assumed that this individual will be well enough
trained to provide comprehensive and continuing
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health care for the patient and will have status,
hospital privileges and recognition as a specialist
in accordance with his training. All medical ser
vices will be channeled through him either as the
supplier of services or as the agent who refers the
patient to a specific specialist, community facility
or preventive medicine service. He may be a spe
cialist in one or more areas of practice but, in ad
dition, he must be cognizant of the patient as a
whole man in a complex social setting and of the
diagnostic, supportive and rehabilitative facilities
available for reference. He must then serve a con
tinuing follow-up role to maintain this as true com
prehensive care. This concept is, of course, an ideal
toward which there must be continued striving, but
certainly many of the most competent of the cur
rent general practitioners now approach it. The
goal is to develop more physicians, highly trained
for this role, and to provide them with sufficient
status to justify the effort.

Social and political pressure in the form of fi
nancial support for projects which seduce some
medical educators out of their laboratories into
community activities for improvement of patient
care characterize this new era. This new breed of
medical educator is being developed with more per
sonal social consciousness, and the patient or a
population of patients is the test object rather than
a chemical reaction or a disease. Financial support
is encouraging the scientifically-oriented "family
planners" to do something to avert the chaos of
overpopulation and the participants in regional
medical programs to determine the needs of their
region in the prevention and alleviation of the suf
fering from heart disease, stroke and cancer.

Almost all medical schools in the United States
now are assuming the leadership or significant
supportive roles in their state or regional pro
grams. The concept of regional medical planning
has already made a worth-while contribution, pro
viding the incentive for diverse groups such as
state and local health departments, voluntary
health organizations and hospital associations to
join with medical school faculty members to plan
together for improvement of the health of people
in their regions. People who formerly thought they
had nothing in common or were openly antagonis
tic are now working side by side toward common
goals.

These, then, are the distinguishing characteris
tics of this new significant period in medical edu
cation: the recognition of the need for improve
ment in health and comprehensive care; the con
cern to increase the number of American-trained
physicians; and the cooperative efforts to do some
thing about the situation.
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OT since shortly after the turn of the century
have the halls and chairs of our medical schools
been so shaken. following the Flexner report,) med
ical schools were brought within the arms of uni
versities. Basic sciences, in the modern sense, were
established in the medical curriculum and aca
demic standards of the university were imposed on
medicine. Nearly a half century later, a revolution
is again taking shape. The issue is no longer what
comprises the proper environment of the medical
school but rather what constitutes proper curricu
lum and professional training.2 There is, as yet,
no consensus .. This is probably the most fortunate
aspect of the change. No other educational con
struct has had such uniformity of purpose as that
producing the Doctorate of Medicine. The present
changes initiated by various institutions approach
the closest thing possible to experimentation in
medical education. This has long been needed.

The needs which motivated this revaluation of
medical education are essentially the same as those
which lie behind the recent changes in the under
graduate and graduate curricula in biology. How
ever, medical education is faced with an added
problem: the need to produce relatively more phy
sicians and allied medical personnel than the pres
ent rate to maintain proper health care in this
country. This is dictated by the fact that medical
care now provided requires a proportionately larg
er number of highly skilled personnel than previ
ously. The science has progressed to a meaningful
level of continuing treatment of geriatric prob-
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lems, degenerative diseases, neoplasia and psychi
atric problems, as well as prophylactic medicine.

The most commonly recommended method by
which to increase the number of medical person
nel trained has been the suggestion to reduce the
total time needed for training. I shall avoid com
menting on this approach beyond saying that it is
a reasonable method prOViding it follo\'vs a careful
reappraisal of the content needed in any curricu
lum which is to produce a specified end-product or
end-products. The curriculum, its content and
structure, is the most difficult and key considera
tion. In the next few paragraphs I shall indicate
some general considerations which seem impor
tant to me to use as guide lines in evaluating and
redesigning a curriculum. These generalizations
can be applied to both undergraduate medical edu
cation and graduate education in the health-relat
ed sciences. Further, they relate directly to under
graduate training in the biological sciences as
graduate or medical studies must begin on the base
established in baccalaureate training. Changes in
undergraduate curricula in biology require an in
creased interplay between graduate and under
graduate faculties if the biological sciences are to
grow and develop and at the same time remain an
efficient training ground. All too often this inter
play has been lacking in the development of cur
ricula at either level.

Biologists seem to agree that the biological sci
ences have changed in some profound fashion in
this century. Early specialization is now the goal
in biology. To some this seems so obvious and
sound as to not need reiteration. To others it ap
pears that this is precisely the trap into which
some segments of biology have fallen. I adhere to
the latter view. I believe that such specialization
can lead to early conceptual "'dead-ends" in the de
velopment of young scientists. This specialization
in the biological sciences has resulted in rapid
changes in biological curricula, particularly in un
dergraduate schools. It is pertinent to consider the
development of the science to understand these
changes. Any attempt to enumerate the major con
ceptual advances which have led to this sweeping
change in biological curricula will most certainly
lead to oversimplification. Let me be justified in an
attempt in the same manner historians two centu
ries from now will be. Assuredly they vvill reduce
our time to a mere handful of sentences.

Biologists of this century have devoted a major
segment of their effort to finishing the task delin
eated by natural scientists of previous eras. The
major volumes of descriptive biology are now com
pleted. The comparativery simple task of describing
biologic phenomena ranging from ecology of liVing



populations to the most minute structural and
functional details of the cell or viral particle has
occupied over two centuries of scientific effort. In
terestingly enough, the last major thrust in these
endeavors was also the first, namely, morphologic.
The electron microscope only two decades ago
opened up a new level of morphologic analysis
which itself is now nearly over. More structural de
tails may be forthcoming with wider application of
x-ray diffraction and development of the x-ray mi
croscope. but it is unlikely that these will pro
foundly alter our knowledge of the structural base
of biologic systems.

It seems possible to reduce this descriptive phase
of biology, aside from the operational and intui
tional value of haVing available volumes of ency
clopedic data, to four key conceptual advances in
biology. These insirrhts will serve as the foundation
upon which the next phase of biology will rest.
1. The first and probably the most immediately im
pOl-tant realization made by biologists (biochem
ists) of this century is the principle that all meta
bolic reactions. including thuse involved in net syn
thesis of substances within the biologic system, are
the result of the action of proteins which exhibit
enzymic activity. 2. The second principle relates to
the fil'st, by stipulating the exclusive role of genetiC
material in serVing as the informational base upon
which protein synthesis occurs. 3. The third prin
ciple established by 20th century biologists (bio
physicists) is the involvement of membranes in
the compartmentalization of liVing systems. Bio
logical membranes are not only involved as struc
tural components of liVing systems but serve to
separate enzymiC reactions and fluid pools within
the organism. One ramification of the membrane
concept is the development of the ionic hypothesis
as an explanation of bio-electric phenomena. This
has added a new dimension to our understanding
of biologic excitability and transmission of signals
,;vithin the organism. \Ve now know how various
tissues can communicate with each other on a suf
ficiently short time scale to accommodate function
within a complex metazoan. 4. The fourth and last
major principle has been the contribution of physi
ologists. Analyses in a number of different sub
interests in physiology such as endocrinology, ren
olgy and cardiovascular function have led to a
sophisticated application of the theory of control
systems to mechanisms underlying biological phe
nomena. In particular, establishment of the gen
eral applicability of negative feed-back control the
ory to the elucidation of a large number of biologic
mechanisms is a striking feature of the 20th cen
tury biology in all of its ramifications. The science
is now ready to tackle the more difficult and inter-

esting questions posed by biology. Specifically,
these four conceptual leaps have laid the ground
\,vork for those aspects of research interest which
will undoubtedly dominate the endeavors of biol
ogy for the remaining portion of this century. They
are 1. neurobehavioral biology with its emphasis
on understanding the mechanisms involved in
memory, learning and related psychological phe
nomena and 2. developmental biology with its pro
vision of simpler models for study of interceLlular
and intertissue control systems which should eluci
date mechanisms that will be readily applicable to
the more compl x problems of regulation in the
adult organism and in populations.

Implicit in the development of these essentially
new and rapidly expanding branches of biology is
a tenet established by thc four preceding induc
tions. The doctrine holds that all biological phe
nomena. including psychological features of liVing
systems. conform to the laws governing matter as
derived by the physical sciences. These phenom
ena will be understood in terms derived from or
applicable to the material world.

With the final inclusion of the neurobehavioral
sciences in this framework. vitalism in biology is
dead. Biologists can only function effectively in
their science by embracing this faith. The science
is now devoted wholeheartedly to an analysis of
mechanisms. It is this phase of the science which
has the most profound effect on medicine. Theo
retically all medical problems will become amen
able to scientific manipulation.

The increased involvement of biologic effort in
the problem solVing rclated to explaining mecha
nisms has forced major curricular revisions and
reorientation, particularly as biology is taught in
undernraduate and nraduate studies. The chanoeb ~ b

has not been so rapid in coming to the "hard core"
medical curriculum. However. all seem agreed that
the curriculum in the biological sciences must in
clude a rigorous treatment of the scientific method
as developed over several hundred years in the
physical sciences. This treatment of necessity
needs to encompass the application of the method
to various types of biologic phenomena rather than
being derived by the student solely from course
work in the physical and mathematical sciences.

Specifically, it is now assumed that in designing
any course in the biologic curriculum the primary
objective should be to carefully define the major
critical questions which that branch of the science
faces. Examples both in lecture and laboratory ex
ercises should be utilized to illustrate the solution
to these problems. Special emphasis should be
placed on the critical experiments at each phase
which lead to a solution of the questions. Of neces-
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sity then, not all the factual data of an area can be
given. The above recipe reads like a page torn from
the mental handbook used by those energetic phys
icists who revised the curriculum in physics for the
secondary school. And well it should, as that ap
proach has been most successful.

My experience from giving courses designed in
this manner, as well as from dealing with students
at the graduate and undergraduate medical level
trained in this fashion, is not wholly encouraging.
The disappointment centers around the lack of de
velopment in recent students of biology of what
can be called "biological intuition." Intuition, the
ability to arrive at generalizations without appar
ent successive logical steps, has always played a
particularly significant role in biology. This is due
to the greater complexity and diversity of the sci
ence as compared to the physical sciences. This
complexity has meant that the science of biology
could grow into a genuinely experimental science
only as fast as its students could acquire increas
ingly better backgrounds in the physical sciences.
Thus historically, the intuitional aspect of the sci
ence has been inordinately important and directly
responsible for its advance. It appears that educa
tors in biology have not solved the apparent dilem
ma, on the one hand, of training students in prob
lem solving and, on the other hand, instilling an
intuitional sense. It is this particular facet in the
development of students that now needs to be fos
tered and worries those interested in designing
curricula as to how it can be encouraged.

The issue bears directly on the current treatment
afforded the conceptual advances made in biology
listed above. These advances are often singled out
in individual courses and dealt with in sufficient
detail to satisfy the need for instruction in scien
tific method and the rigors of experimentation, as
well as providing large quantities of factual details
about each issue. All too often time does not per
mit placing these concepts in proper perspective
relative to the domain of biological phenomena in
extenso. All too often the overview in current bio
logical curricula is lacking. In biology, as well as
the physical sciences, this overview, and with it an
intuitional sense, comes from a careful analysis of
the historical development of a science. By this I
do not mean a simple chronology but rather an
historical review based on a statement of the scien
tific problems which faced each generation of biol
ogists - a critical analysis of the methods used to
solve the problem and the relative verity of the so
lution in its general applicability to a broad spec
trum of biologic phenomena. Implicit in this ap
proach is a breadth of coverage currently being
diminished in curricula because of the need felt by

many to cover the recent accomplishments in bi
ology in depth. Further, it means that wherever
possible an interdisciplinary approach needs to be
utilized. The subdisciplines in biology have become
so enmeshed in pursuing their own scientific ques
tions that they lose sight of the applicability of
their discoveries to problems in related fields. The
newly-trained student must be trained broadly
enough to make these applications if biology is to
progress as a whole. For example, the electron mi
croscopist must be well versed in physiology and
biochemistry if he is to take full advantage of his
technical prowess now that purely descriptive elec
tron microscopy is drawing to a close. Likewise, the
biochemist must become aware of the morphology
and physiology of metazoans if he is to transfer
mechanisms elucidated on microorganisms to the
more complex forms. Both the biophysicists and
newly-appearing developmental biologists need a
more extensive grasp of the physiology of orga
nisms if they are to apply their sophisticated meth
ods of analysis to broader problems in biology.

Certainly the great biological educators of this
century and the past practiced this approach to the
science. They insisted that the student have a
sound knowledge of the various biological forms
and that he constantly retest his generalization
made on one form to other biological forms and
problems. It was my good fortune to have learned
my biology from two such educators. Interestingly
enough, one was also the student of the other 
Professor Frances Diebold and her student, Profes
sor Burton L. Baker. My view, then, of biology and
the manner by which it should be transmitted to
the next wave of minds is strongly influenced by
these teachers.

The principles of a science are the essential
features to teach. It is equally important to teach
the limit of applicability of these principles. In bi
ology this means familiarizing the student with a
limited but well-chosen series of biologic forms.
When this is done properly, the shortcomings of
generalizations become apparent and leave the stu
dent with the curiosity which is the end of learn
ing. A better trained student is one who leaves your
influence with more questions than answers.
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